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PROGRAM

Piano Trio No.1 in E-flat Major, Op.1 No.1
Ludwig van Beethoven

I. Allegro
II. Adagio cantabile
III. Scherzo: Allegro assai
IV. Finale: Presto

Le Grand Tango (arr. Kutnowski) Ástor Piazzolla

INTERMISSION

Piano Trio in A Minor, Op.50 Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

I. Pezzo elegiaco (Moderato assai - Allegro giusto)

II. Tema con variazioni
Tema - Andante con moto
Var 1 - Cantabile
Var 2 - Più mosso
Var 3 - Allegro moderato
Var 4 - Allegro moderato
Var 5 - Allegro moderato
Var 6 - Tempo di Valse
Var 7 - Allegro Moderato

Var 8 - Fuga (Allegro moderato)
Var 9 - Andante flebile, ma non

tanto
Var 10 - Tempo di mazurka
Var 11 - Moderato
Variazioni Finale e coda (Allegretto

risoluto e con fuoco - Andante
con moto - Lugubre)



Notes on the Program

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770 – 1827)
Piano Trio No.1 in E-flat Major, Op.1 No.1 (1794-95) (~ 30 minutes)

By the time Beethoven settled in Vienna in 1792, the focus of musical life had shifted from the noble
courts and cathedrals to middle class coffee houses, public concert halls, and private homes.  What
the Viennese concert-going public wanted most of all was the dazzling celebrity solo virtuoso
playing his own compositions.  Mozart, once the most celebrated of all pianists in Vienna, had
stopped giving annual public concerts in 1786 and died in 1791, shortly before Beethoven’s arrival.

Beethoven the virtuoso pianist and composer was exactly the person to fill the void left by Mozart. 
Moreover, just as the population of music listeners was growing, so was the population of amateur
musicians who wanted to play the latest hit tunes themselves, and Beethoven was quick to see the
demand and to get his works into print, as well as to offer piano lessons to children of the wealthy.

He had written many works in a variety of forms by the age of 25, but in May 1795 he negotiated
a contract with the Viennese publisher Artaria (exclusive publisher of Haydn, Mozart, and
Boccherini) to publish a set of six piano trios as his ‘Opus 1’.  Beethoven was the first major
composer to assign opus numbers to his published works in a consistent fashion, and he likely meant
his Opus 1 as an announcement of the end of his apprenticeship and the start of his professional
career.  In those days copyright was a very tenuous matter and piracy was rampant – bootlegged
editions typically appeared shortly after public premieres of new works – and so it was best to find
‘subscribers’ who would pre-pay to receive a copy of the musical score from the publisher in
advance of the first public performance.  This was indeed the case with Beethoven’s Opus 1 piano
trios: his friend and patron Prince Karl von Lichnowsky subsidized the printing and hosted private
performances in advance of publication, with the result that there were 123 advance subscribers
requesting 241 scores, and a very tidy profit for the composer.

Beethoven had studied briefly with Joseph Haydn among other teachers over the previous few years
in Vienna, but the relationship reportedly turned sour over some unknown disagreement, not
surprising in light of Beethoven’s famous prickliness.  Seeking to help the younger man by adding
his own prestigious name to Beethoven’s first published works, Haydn suggested he include the
phrase ‘pupil of Haydn’. According to one account, “Beethoven was unwilling to because, as he
said, although he had some instruction from Haydn he had never learned anything from him.”

Nonetheless, Beethoven’s first piano trio is cast very much in the high classical form perfected by
Haydn.  The first movement, in sonata form, opens with an energetic flourish that boldly sets the
mood of the trio. The second movement andante cantabile is formally a rondo, with a single theme
appearing three times separated by contrasting episodes.  The third movement is a vivacious scherzo,
rather than the more conventional stately minuet; in its trio section the piano figurations are strongly
reminiscent of the first movement’s opening fireworks.  The finale, combining features of sonata
and rondo, dashes irresistibly to a brilliant conclusion.



Ástor Piazzolla (1921 – 1992)
Le Grand Tango (arr. Martín Kutnowski) (1990) (~ 9 minutes)

Tango is the national dance of Argentina and a beloved obsession of countless devotees across the
world.  Originating in the 1890s along the border between Urugay and Argentina, its style has
constantly evolved both musically and physically.  A dance of passion, longing, regret, nostalgia,
love, hate, and violence, the tango has stirred the emotions of singers, dancers, musicians, and
listeners throughout its history.

Traditional tango music was shaken to its foundations in the mid-1950s by Ástor Piazzolla.  A native
of Argentina, he spent his early years in New York City and became a virtuoso player of the
bandoneon, a type of accordion essential to a tango orchestra, and he performed with dance bands
from his early teens.  His compositional career began when he  wrote his first tango at age eleven;
subsequent private formal studies led to a government grant in 1954 to study in Paris under the
world-famous Nadia Boulanger.
By the time he returned from Paris to Argentina Piazzolla had begun incorporating elements of jazz
and classical music into the traditional tango form.  His Nuevo Tango drew on elements of jazz,
incorporated classical counterpoint, broadened tango’s harmonic palette, heightened its dissonances,
and extended its compositional forms beyond the simple song-oriented tango idiom of the day.

His Grand Tango was commissioned by cellist Mstislav Rostropovich in 1990 as a one-movement
work for cello and piano, and adapted for Trio Solisti in 2003 by Argentine composer Martín
Kutnowski.  Trio Solisti says this about the work:

Ostensibly in one movement, the work nevertheless seems to fall into three: a rhythmically
strong first section with mood swings between the violent and the tender, a lyrical and poignant
second section, and an almost sonata-like return in the third section to the rhythmic power of
the first.  

Kutnowski’s arrangement employs the colorful string and keyboard effects that suggest the
original instruments of Piazzolla’s Octeto Buenos Aires (violin, electric guitar, piano, cello,
bass, and bandoneon). Audible knocking, the “cricket,” and nonclassical glissandi pepper the
work.

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840 – 1893)
Piano Trio in A Minor, Op.50 (1881-1882) (~ 55 minutes)

Tchaikovsky’s Piano Trio is a monumental work in every sense of the term.  It is a towering
personal statement of love and grief written in memory of the composer’s deceased friend and
mentor, Nikolai Rubinstein (1835-1881). With only two movements it is nonetheless one of the
longest and most complex piano trios in the literature  and the only work by Tchaikovsky for this
instrumental combination. 



The long friendship between Tchaikovsky and Rubinstein began when Rubinstein, a famed virtuoso
pianist and founder of the Moscow Conservatory, appointed the young composer to its faculty in
1866.  Tchaikovsky was twenty-six at the time and had no published works to his name; Rubinstein
was just five years older and a world-renowned piano virtuoso.  But their friendship was ruptured
by Rubinstein’s brutal criticism of Tchaikovsky’s now-iconic first Piano Concerto (1875). The
incident had hurt Tchaikovsky so deeply that he removed Rubinstein’s name from the concerto’s
dedication and severed all ties with him for four years. The friendship was reborn when Rubinstein
admitted the error of his initial judgment and championed the concerto in public performance.

Their friendship endured for the brief remainder of Rubinstein’s life.  His death in 1881 affected
Tchaikovsky so severely that he could not work for nearly a year. He eventually found release for
his pain as well as his own musical resurrection by the creation of this trio, which he subtitled “to
the memory of a great artist”.

The first movement pezzo elegiaco (Elegy Piece) is a general expression of sentiment about
Rubinstein’s life, combining three musical themes of contrasting emotion: deep melancholy,
triumphant spirit and human tenderness. They are all played out in ever-changing relationship to
each other but with a mournful tone embracing the entire movement. 

The second movement is a set of eleven variations based on a folksong-like tune.  The variations run
the gamut of emotions as Tchaikovsky paints individual vignettes of Rubinstein’s personality as well
as personal incidents in the course of their friendship. Several of them elaborate upon the Russian
folk influences of their common heritage, the fugue (Var. 8) reflects Rubinstein as musical educator
and disciplinarian, and others pay homage to Rubinstein’s virtuosity as a pianist.

The Finale Variations and Coda (a complete sonata-form movement in itself) bring together
elements of all the preceding variations as well as fragments from the first movement. It is a brilliant
journey of virtuosity, energy and unrelenting tension whose climax is a dramatic restatement of the
opening theme of the first movement, now transformed into the highest emotional peak of the work.
It then descends in gradual degrees, colored by arpeggiated harmonies of mournful implications,
until it dissolves to nothingness over the rhythm of a funeral march in the piano, a final acceptance
of mortality and death.

Thanks to my friend and teacher, virtuoso concert pianist Robert Preston, for his invaluable insights
into this towering work.

© Lawrence Bein



ARTISTS

Trio Solisti, a “trio of soloists,” has forged its reputation as “the most exciting piano trio in
America” (The New Yorker) with a performance style that combines exceptional virtuosity and
penetrating musical insight, the result of which yields cohesive and powerful musical narratives.
Possessing a repertoire that encompasses most of the standard trio repertoire as well as many new
works by contemporary composers, rave reviews follow the ensemble throughout its concert tours.

Strad Magazine wrote of the trio’s interpretation of Brahms Trios, “Trio Solisti plays this glorious
music with rare commitment and insight – the free-flowing adrenaline has one on the edge of one’s
seat,” and Fanfare Magazine acclaimed its recording of music by Paul Moravec, saying, “These
performances are really almost beyond belief.” Noted Wall Street Journal critic Terry Teachout
proclaimed, “To my mind, Trio Solisti has now succeeded the Beaux Arts Trio as the outstanding
chamber music ensemble of its kind.”

Founded in 2001, Trio Solisti (made up of violinist Maria Bachmann, cellist Alexis Pia Gerlach,
and pianist Adam Neiman) has performed at many of America’s important concert venues and
cultural institutions: Great Performers at Lincoln Center, Washington Performing Arts Society at
Kennedy Center, The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, People’s Symphony Concerts at
Town Hall, Seattle’s Meany Hall and La Jolla’s Revelle Series, to name a few. The ensemble has
been described by The New York Times as “consistently brilliant” and praised by The Washington
Post for its “unrelenting passion and zealous abandon in a transcendent performance.”

The newest addition to Trio Solisti’s rapidly growing discography is Dvořák Trios, released on
Bridge Records in 2012, featuring Dvořák’s “Dumky” Trio and the Trio in F minor, Op. 65. Critics
swooned: “This is brilliantly performed” (International Record Review); “I cannot praise this
recording highly enough” (Fanfare Magazine).

Pictures at an Exhibition, on Endeavour Classics, features Trio Solisti’s original arrangement of
Mussorgsky’s monumental solo piano work. Fanfare Magazine called the recording “astonishing
in sparkling clarity… surging with sensuality and dramatic contrasts.”

Café Music, on Bridge Records, is an assortment of music that can inhabit either the concert hall
or the less formal setting of a café. The centerpiece, Paul Schoenfield’s jazzy “Café Music,” is
surrounded by dancy and songful works by Piazzolla, Turina, and Gershwin. 
 
Brahms Trios, the ensemble’s debut album, features performances of two of the composer’s
masterpieces, the Trios Nos. 1 and 3, in B major and C minor.

Trio Solisti actively collaborates with some of today’s leading composers. Paul Moravec has written
a number of works for the group, notably “Tempest Fantasy,” for which he received the 2004
Pulitzer Prize. A recording of “Tempest Fantasy,” “Mood Swings,” and other Moravec works was
released on NAXOS American Classics. In 2013, the trio gave the premiere of Lowell Liebermann’s
Piano Trio No. 3 commissioned by Arizona Friends of Chamber Music in Tucson. Earlier that
season, Chamber Music Monterey Bay commissioned and presented the premiere of “Living



Frescoes,” a work by Pulitzer Prize winner Kevin Puts for piano trio and clarinet, inspired by visual
artist Bill Viola.

Above and beyond performing together and individually at music festivals across the world, Trio
Solisti founded Telluride MusicFest, an annual chamber music festival in the mountains of Colorado
at which the ensemble presents two weeks of performances with celebrity guest artists. Trio Solisti
is Ensemble-in-Residence at Adelphi University in Garden City, NY, an honor that includes the
presentation of concerts and master classes, and in-depth work with student composers.


